Abstract. Even from a light pollut ed city it is possible to observe Near Earth Asteroids (NEAs) at opposition using a small telescope equip ped with a C CD camera. In this paper, we will overvie w first the maj or NEA progr ams, continuing with planning the observa tions and the data reduction. Second, we will present a NEA follow-up progra m carri ed out on the 60-cm telescop e at York Universit y Obser vatory in Tor onto, C anada. Part of this progra m, five NEAs have be en obser ved during t en night s. Their astrometri c and ph otometr ic data were reduced and sent to the Minor Planet Centre, follow ing whi ch an obs ervator y code wa s assi gned and four batches have been included in the NEODyS database and MPC Circulars. The results are applicable to any other small facility.
INTRODUCTION
Follow-up observatio ns of Near Earth Asteroids are welcomed by the international astronomical commun ity, in order t o secure and improve their orbits, predict future close en count ers with the Earth, and prevent any possible collision threat well ahead in advance.
Near Earth Asteroids (NEAs) are defined as the asteroids with a perihelion distance q<1.3 AU (NASA/JPL 2004a). Potentially Hazar dous Ast eroids (PHAs) are the NEAs having a Minimum Orbital Intersection Distance (MOID) less than 0.05 AU and absolute magnitudes H<22, which corresponds to objects larger than about 1 km. This limit in size repr esents the asteroi ds lar ge enoug h to pot entially cause a global climate disaster and threaten the continua tion of hu man civi lizat ion (e. g., Chapma n and M orris on 1994).
Confor m to ASTO RB database (Bowell 2004) , there are 270,233 cata logued asteroids known t oday (Dec 16, 2004) . Accordingly to the NEO website (NASA/JPL 2004a), there are 3108 NEAs and 660 PHAs known today (Dec 14, 2004) . Although the annual increase has declined in the last two years, suggesting that there are fewer unknown objects detectable in the range of the present facilities, these two numbers continue to grow, with an annual number of new discoveries between 200-500 new NEAs and 50-90 new PHAs in the last 7 years (EARN 2004) .
PLANNING THE OBSERVATIONS

THE JPL NEO LIST
The NAS A Near-Earth Object Program (NASA/JPL 2004a) maintains a list of future close approaches of Near Earth Objects (NEOs), including the approaching dates, miss distances, estimated diameters and relative velocities, on a period of about thre e months ahead. An addit ional da tabase including all known NEAs a nd PHAs can b e quer ied based on the absolute magnitude and the nominal distance. These references can b e use d in order to pla n NEA observatio ns close to the dates of t heir oppositions, when they reach their maximum brightness.
The exposure time to image a NEA at opposition is limited to the length of time that it takes to cross one pixel. For exa mple, because of the excessi ve light pollution over the Great er Tor onto Ar ea, we c ould reach only a limit magnitu de V~15 exposi ng for about half a minute.
Using the list of future close approaches (NASA/JPL 2004a), one can select about every three months the targets at opposition brighter than the observable limiting magnitude. Supposing an average miss distance of about 0.1AU, also our apparent limit magn itude V~15, one can calculate the diameter of a NEA in km, using the following classic formula (e.g. Harris 2001):
(1)
Here D repr esent s the NEA diameter (considered spherical), H is the absolute magnitude (defined as the magnitude of the object at 1 AU and a phase angle zero), and the p V is the albedo, w hich ca n be assumed to be 0.3 as an average value.
The relation between the apparent magnitude m V and the absolute magnitude H is:
Here d and r repres ent the distanc es of the aster oid from the obs erver and the sun, respect ively, and the "phase relation", which can be approximated by 0.3 at a phase angle zero. Plugging in equation (2) m V = 15, r = 1AU, d = 0.1AU, = 0.3, it follows H = 19.7, then from (1), using p V = 0.3, we get D = 0.3 km. That is, any NEA larger than 300m satisfies these average conditions, becoming a potential target with an a pparent magnitude m V <15.
It is di fficu lt to estab lish t he frequency of the close approaches given this size limit for the whole NE A population, given the various possible geometry circumstances, albedos and sizes. Based on our tw o year exper ienc e, NE As r eaching V<15 with estimated dia meter s of ab out ~1km can be observed with a frequ ency of about one obj ect every two months.
Once a list of possible targets is selected based on their size, one should run their daily ephemerides for one month around the close approach date, in ord er to check the observable circumstances. Vari ous softwa re or onl ine ser vers ca n be used for the task, and we preferred HORIZONS System (JPL 2004).
EXPOS URE TI ME AND PROP ER MOT ION
As we have shown above, close approaches of the faint NEAs are the only cir cumsta nces to observe such small bo dies wit h a small t elescope, especially from a bright place. Given these conditions, the exposure time at opposition has to be decided by "trading" the asteroid brightness versus its proper motion. While NEAs are the bright est at opposition, their proper mot ion is largest, and thu s, the exposure time has to be reduced accor dingly. That is, b oth the proper motion of the asteroid and its apparent magnitude must be taken into account for plannin g the obs ervat ion of a NEA at opposition.
For example, assuming a pixel scale of 0.5 arcsec/pixel, an asteroid having an apparent motion of 0.1 arcsec/s coul d be exp osed only for maxi mum 5 s, in order to a ppear as a point and not as a trail. In practice the exposure time can go a little longer, because the asteroid image is blurred by the seeing (about 3 arcsec in Tor onto). A few da ys before opposition (at el ongati ons gr eater than 90 deg), the proper motion is smaller, thus the exposure time coul d be incr eased in order to reach its faint brightness.
EPHEMERIDES AND FINDING CHARTS
Precise findi ng cha rts a nd accurate ephemerides (to about 1 arcsec) are necessary to obs erve faint NEAs, especially for a small field of view and/or a dens e stella r regio n.
There are two possible options to provide accurate ephemerides, either direct ly from a charting software or by importing them from an independent ephemerides software or an onli ne server. Given the high accuracy needs, we preferred the HORIZONS server (JPL 2004) from which w e import ed the ast eroid ephemerides into our own Celestial Maps v.9 chart ing software (Vaduvescu et al, 2002) . In Fig. 1 we give an exa mple of s uch a chart which we used in one of our observing nights. The bright object crossing the 0.5 deg chart in only five hours is PHA 65803, observed at York on 20/21 Nov, 2003. Other choices would be for example the IMCCE online server (IMCCE 2004) or the OrbFit client software (Milani 2004b ). All t hree ta ke int o accou nt pla netar y perturbations ba sed o n moder n plan etary t heories (DE405/406 of JPL or VSOP87 of BdL), generating accurate NEAs ephemerides to about 0.1 arcsec.
An alt ernativ e to ext erna l ephemer ides woul d be a charting software able to provide accurate ephemerides at any epoch, on its own. We recently added such a feature to Celestial Maps v.10 (Vaduvescu et al, 2005) , based on th e OrbFit numer ic integrat or code (Milani 2004b) . For ep ochs close to oscula tion (~1 year), any other softwa re pro viding accur ate small field cha rts ( field of view ~ 5 arcmin) working with very large star catalogs coul d be used instead. Three such packages are: XEphem (Downey 2004 -querying GSC 2.2 from an XEphem, STScI or ESO server, also USNO A and SA offline), Guide (Project Pluto 2004 -querying GSC 2.2 from STScI) and Astrometrica (Raab 2004 -querying USNO-B1 via VizieR) . Should the observer choose to us e other ephe meri des software, we strongly recommend them to be checked against well test ed ephemerides providers (e.g., HORIZONS).
Alternatively to client software, an online star chart service such as Ala din (CDS 2004a) could be used with various catalogs, althou gh this does not plot yet the asteroid apparent path. We have used for the asteroid ephemerides the HORIZONS ICRF/J2000.0 astrometric pos itions calculated with the observer location set at topocentre (York University Obs ervator y). We imported the ephemerides into Celestial Maps 9, plotting stars at epoch J2000, as the observin g epoch is close to J2000. It is r ecommen ded t o choos e the observing fie lds a nd the r eferenc e stars in advance, based on the night ly appar ent path of the as teroi d throu gh the st ars plotted on a finding c hart (e.g. every 15 minutes). Only cata log star s close enough to the asteroid ca n be ima ged wit h a small field of view (F OV), a nd each fiel d is desirable to have as many stars as possible. Therefore, all available catalogs should be checked before, in order to decide the b est r efer ence stars to be imaged in each field.
STAR CATALOGS AND THE FIELD OF VIEW
The main prob lem usi ng a small CCD array (such us our 512x512 pixels) mounted on a long focal length telescope (such as our F/D=13.6) is the small field of view of the resulted image. This can become a major problem to observe asteroids from a light polluted place, where relatively few stars can be imaged given the short exposure time required by the fast moving NEAs at opposition. Table 1 presents the mai n catalogs used nowadays for astrometry purposes, together with their main characteristics. Colu mn one inc ludes th e catalog name, column t wo the total numb er of sta rs in the catalog (with the exception of USNO-B1, which lists the number of objects), column t hree the completeness (approximate stellar limit magnitude), column four the mean error in positio ns, while the last two columns give the star density per square degree, respectively the densit y in a small FOV 5'x5' similar to our facility at York Observa tory. The PPM catalog Bastian 1989, Bastian and Roeser 1992) provides relatively good astrometry (0.3 arcsec) and pr oper mot ions for a r elativ ely low number of stars obs erved more tha n two decades ago, giving an average density of only 0.08 stars per CCD field, which is insufficient for a small CCD FOV.
Tycho-2 (Høg et al 2000) is a modern reference star catalog observed by Hipparcos Space Astrometry
Mission at an average epoch 1991.5. The positions ar e given in the moder n ICRS refer ence sys tem as defined by Hipparcos catalog at epoch J2000. Having the best astrometric accuracy (0.06 arcsec) and including proper motion for 96% of its stars, Tycho-2 represents the most recommendable reference to use. Nevertheless, its stellar density is limited to about 0.4 stars per CCD field, thus being impractical to use alone in a small CCD field such as ours.
The GSC version 2 ( STScI 2003) is an all-sky catalog based on 1 arcsec resolution scans of the photographic Sky Survey plates observed at two epochs and three bandpasses with the Palomar and UK Schmidt telescop es in bot h hemisp heres. It was built to support operations of very large telescopes, such as the GEMINI and VLT. Its predecessor, "The Guide Star Catalog" (GSC 1.0), was r eleased in 1990 with the main purpose to guide the Hubble Space Telescope in its space operations. The stellar positions in GSC 2.2 are observed at various epoc hs, and do not include proper motions. With the tota l number of objects including about 39% stars and 61% non-stars (STScI CASB, 2004) , a careful star selection has to be made based on the object class flag.
2MASS Point Sources Catalog (Cutri et al, 2003 ) is a modern all-sky ca talog of stars obser ved bet ween 1996 and 2000 in the near infrared, on twin facilities in both hemispheres. It provides J2000 positions, good astrometric accuracy (~0.12 arcsec) with no proper motion, and a high stellar density (79 stars per CCD field), t herefore bei ng suita ble to b e use for small CCD field astrometr y.
The USNO-A2 catalogue (Monet et. al, 1998 ) is based on a re-reduction of the Precision Measuring Machine (PMM) scans from two major archives at various observing epochs. It uses the modern ICRF reference as standard. Having a high density (89 stars per CCD field) but no proper motions, it provides a good astrometric reference for small CCD fields.
The USNO-B1 catalogue (Monet et. al, 2003) includes more than one billion objects whose positions were taken from scans of Schmidt plates from various sky surveys during the last 50 years. The catalog is expe cted to be complete to V~21, but not all sources in USNO-B1 are stars. The star/galaxy separation in USNO-B1 represents a measure of the similarity of the point-sprea d function to a stel lar pr ofile, as measured in each band. It is given by some flags, giving a number between 0-11, with a code closer to 0 meaning a galaxy-like object, while one closer to 11 a stellar-like object.
Celestial Maps software (Vaduvescu et al, 2005 ) is distributed on a CD-ROM which includes the PPM database (packing the four original PPM catalogs), GS C 1.1 da tabase, and Tycho-2 database (including the two origina l Tyc ho-2 catalogs). The databases preserve the original catalog accuracy, indexing the stars in multiple files, based on the GSC architecture, coded for fa ster access. Startin g with versi on 10, new online capabilities were added for automate FTP access to the la rge catalogs 2MASS , GSC 2.2, USNO-A2, and USNO-B1, queryed via VizieR server (CDS 2004b).
THE FACILITY AT YORK UNIVERSITY OBSERVATORY
We have employed the 60-cm F/D=13.6 Cassegrain telescope, the largest of the two equatorial reflectors at York University Observatory (York Observatory, 2004 Initially, the telescope was equipped with a HPC1 512x512 pixels camera providing a field of view (FOV) of 4.86'x4.86' (0.56 arcsec/pixel). In August 2004, this CCD was retir ed and replaced with an SBIG ST-9 512x512 pixels camera, providi ng a FOV of 3.5'x3.5' (0.41 arcsec/pixel). Alterna tively, this small FOV could be increased to 5.5'x5.5' or about 10'x10', using two focal reducer le nses. Nevertheless, despite of the advantage of having a larger field, we have some doubts about the possible distortions due to the f ield curvature intr oduced b y an additiona l lens ( e.g., Fierro and Calederon 2 002).
The time stamp has been provided b y the WinSNTP software (Coetanian Systems 2001) which uses the Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP) to adjust the P C cloc k via a Winsoc k TCP/IP Inter net qu ery of a NTP time server (time.chu.nrc.ca), once ever y minut e. Accor dingly to its manua l, taking i nto account t he networ k delay between cl ient PC and th e time s erver, WinSNTP provides an accuracy of about 0.1-0.2s, sufficient for our purpose. We check this accuracy each night, using the USNO web master clock, also the time signal phone service provided by the National Research Council in Ottawa. The time stamp is recorded in t he FIT S image headers with a n accur acy of 0 .1s b y the HP C1 camera and 0.5 s by the ST-9 camera.
A Pentium II Intel MMX PC at 400 MHz with 200 MB RAM running Windows 95 and recently Windows 98 has supported the data acquisition. We have used the DEVON software to run the HPC1 camera , and mor e recent ly CCD OPS to command the ST-9 camer a.
For the photometry purposes, a regula r Johns on BVRI syst em filt er was u sed manually with the HPC1 camera, and an automate filter wheel with the ST-9 camer a. Unfortunately, two batches including the NEA 40267 were rejected by MPC, due to their large O-C residuals (up to about 5 arsec). Why did this happen? Following some afterward testing, we have realized that the time stamp was the problem. The HPC1 acquisition software "frozen" the PC clock for the period of exposure and reading process, thus the observing time was recorded delayed in the FITS headers. Because WinSNT P adjusts the correct time once every minute, t he "freezing" effect delayed the PC clock by up to one minute. As we took exposures with a frequency less than one minute for most of the time these nights, the large proper motion of the asteroid (8-9 "/min) combined with the PC time "freezing" result ed in bi g residuals in the r educed p ositi ons. W e were not awa re before these two nights ab out this problem (happening only with the old HPC1 camera under Windows 95). Later, in order to correct this error for the H PC1 , we ha ve res et ma nual ly t he PC time c lock usi ng WinSNT P af ter ea ch image acquis ition, in ord er to cor rectly reset the t ime bef ore a new imag e. This unfor tunat e error is a warning, stressing once a gain th e impor tance of the accurate time stamp necessary to observe fast moving sources. Table 2 gives the observing log, including the following columns: (1) -the MPC na me of t he ob ject and its class (NEA or PHA), (2) -date in UT, (3) -number of posit ions observed, (4) -observed time int erval in minutes, (5) -number of astrometric reference sta rs used and t heir ca talog s ource, (6) -asteroid proper motio n m in arc seconds per second, (7) -the apparent magnitude measured in R and quoted by HORIZONS ephemerides in V, (8) -the observed bands, (9) -the exposure time in seconds, (10) -the MPC status of our batch (A = accepted, R = rejected, U = unknown).
THE OBSERVATIONS
Additional to obser vations in Table 2 , two other nights were spent on two fainter a steroids, namely NEA 25330 (1999 KV 4) on Dec 2/3, 2002 (V=14.6) and NEA 52387 (1993 OM 7) on Jan 6/7, 2003 (V=14.9). Both of them coul d not b e seen. Including thes e two attempted observations, the total number of nights spent on this project is ten.
DATA REDUCTION
IMAGE PROCESSING
The ima ge proc essin g cons ists in corr ections for the bias, dark and flat field. We perform this in IRAF 2.12.2 under Linux. IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which are operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation (NOAO, 2004) .
Dome flats w ere obs erved i n the pa st, b ut var ious gra dients were r emarke d, probably due to t he small distance to the dome screen, also its small size. Given the excessive light pollution in Toronto, we obtained most of our flat fields by combining sets of 7-9 night sky images expos ed 60-90s, with successive fields nodded arbitrarily in order to eliminate the stars, combining the frames using the median mode. Nevertheless, twilight flat fields are to be preferred.
With the former HPC1 camera, sets of about 11-15 bias frames and 7-9 dark frames exposed the same as the science frames were taken usually at the end of observing nights. With the new ST-9 camera, we subtracted from each science image and flat field frame the dark taken the moment of their acquisition.
ASTROMETRY
The major problem with the small field astrometry acquired from a light polluted place is the small number of r eferenc e stars in most i mages. Based on the number of refer ence st ars present in the science field, at least two reduction methods are possible. If only one or two reference stars are available in the field, at least one is recommended to be from Tycho-2 catalog. In this case, one can apply the sky to plate transformation as above.
In the rare case when only one Tycho-2 star is available in the field, a nearby "orientation field" which contains at least two Tycho-2 stars must be observed, from which we can get the plate solution, i.e., the parameters (a, b). In order to define the same camera orientation, the orientation field must be chosen very cl ose in s pace t o the sc ience f rame. Then (a, b) can be used with the science field and the catalog star as the reference, in order to derive the asteroid position.
If two reference stars (preferably of Tycho-2) are available in the science field, then the asteroid coor dina tes a re deter mined by av eragin g its co ordina tes der ived us ing both sta rs, individu ally. In this case, (a, b) are determined from the same field.
Using this method and an ideal transformation equation (i.e. an absolute rectangular linear CCD perpendicular to the focal axis), the expected errors in the final positions are given by the statistics of the stella r posit ions, quoted for eac h star in its ca talog entry.
We used our ORIENT and REL3 software (Vaduvescu 2004a) to calculate the field orientation and to reduce the equatorial posit ions, respecti vely.
3. Min imum T hree Ref erence St ars in the F ield
In this case, one can use IRAF (NOAO 2004) to perform the astrometry. First, CCMAP should be employed to compute the plate solution using the sky projection geometry using the default values. Second, CCTRAN is used to transform the asteroid coordinate list using the CCMAP plate solution.
Alternatively, one can use the same method from 6.2.2 to average the asteroid positions determined using all stars individually. In this case, the plate constants are derived from the same field, by averaging all available Tycho-2 pair results.
In both cases, Tych o-2 and 2MASS p ositi ons are to be preferred fir st, followed by USNO-A2, USNO-B1 and GSC 2.2. G iven the s carcity of stars in our sma ll fiel d and th e low magnitude limit, we pr efer to us e star positions taken from different catalogs, provided all are given in the same ICRS/J2000 system. Shoul d enough star s are ava ilable, the i ndividual pos itions with r esiduals grea ter t han 0.3 arcsec than t he average can be reject ed.
PHOTOMETRY
No att empt was made t o observe phot ometri c standard stars on a ny of our observing nights, becaus e of some pointing problems, risk of loosing the target, some non-photometric conditions, also because of the lack of ob servers (I have observed alone for most of the time).
Differential photometry using the catalog stars in the field was sufficient to provide first order magnitude estimates for the NEAs. The stellar magnitudes were cross-correlated and weighted based on the best available catalogs providing photometry, e.g., searched using VizieR (CDS 2004b). The individual differences derived from all available stars in the field were averaged, in order to get the apparent magnitude of the asteroid. We used the PHOT task of IRAF to measure the photometry.
COMPARISON WITH THE EPHEMERIDES
One can use the classic "observed minus calculated" (O-C) approach to check the astrometry quality before sending each data batch to MPC. To do so, we employed HORIZONS ICRF/J2000 topocentric ephemerides run close t o the date we pr oduced our data (usually a few days follo wing the obs ervations). In order to ca lculate th e O-C resi duals, we used our own INTER software whic h inter polat es linea rly our observations using the HORIZONS one minute step ephemerides.
An alternative to using INTER would be an online server which calculates residuals of asteroid positions using OrbFit ephemerides (Scvarc 2004) . This service expect the client/user to upload a file including the observatio n batch enter ed in the usua l MPC format, then calculates the O-Cs, their averages, returning also the plots with the scatter of residuals and residual distributions.
We present in Figure 2 the O-C values of our observations, run with INTER ephemerides interpolator based on the HORIZONS output. As one can see, most of the plots show residual values less than 0.3 arcsec, with no systematic trend with the UT. Only PHA 40267 (the batch rejected by MPC), shows the largest residuals and some systematic trend, due to the time stamp problem. The second observation of PHA (4179) Toutatis shows smaller residuals that the first, possibly due to its imp roved orbit , as more data became a vailable closer to oppos ition (about 350 observatio ns bet ween our two obs erving dates, cf. with NEODyS). As one can s ee, t he error s of t he avera ge O-C residuals are comparable with the combin ed pos itiona l error s of the st ars emp loyed f or astr ometry, listed in catalogs. 
REPORTING THE DATA TO THE MPC
After reducing the data and checking the O-C residu als, we report by email t he obs ervat ions to Minor Planet Centre, using their strict specific format (MPC 2004a Shoul d any problem exist s with t he repor ted data, the observer will receive a br ief r eply, ot herw ise probably the batch is accepted (the procedure is not clear). If accepted, usually within one day the batch will app ear in the NEODyS online database (Milani et al 2004a) , but the protocol again is not clear. For some ti me, MPC started to provide online archives with the front page and observation summary pages from each batch of their circulars, in order to reference the various observer contributions (MPC 2004b). We fou nd two such circulars in this archi ve, lis ting s ome of our reported data inclu ding 80 positions of 3 NEAs (Vaduvescu 2004b ).
Follo wing the thir d aster oid bat ch we se nt, Yor k Univer sity Observatory has b een ass igned t he observatory code H79 by the MP C. This probes both the quality of t he data and the site l ocation (as the reduc ed data sent to MPC are topoc entric ).
CONCLUSIONS
The number of N EAs and PHAs has increas ed drama tically in t he last decad e. This incr ease is du e mainly to seven dedicated NEAs discov ery pr ograms, car ried out most ly in t he US, also du e to so me other efforts. All these dedicated programs work in the direction recommended by Spaceguard Survey and NASA to discover and characterize 90% of the existent NEO population with diamet ers larg er tha n 1k m by 2008.
After the discovery of a NEA, the next important step is the recovery at the next opp ositi on (as the object gets too fa int to b e obs erved by any available facility). Then, the object must be followed up with additional observations in order to secure and improve its orbit, and finally to predict any collision threat in the future. As fainter NEAs must be recovered and tracked only by larger telescopes, the brighter ones can be observed using smaller facilities.
Even from a light polluted place, using a small telescope equipped with a CCD camera sub-sampling the seeing, the largest NEAs and PHAs with sizes in the range of ~1km or larger can be observed at opposition, close passing the Earth. An accurate time stamp must be available, which is especially important for the close encounters which produce very fast apparent motions. The maximum exposure time is given by both the asteroid apparent magnitude and its proper motion.
Although a large field of view and a large CCD format are rec ommendable i n order to ha ve at least f ive reference stars in the field (preferably of Tycho-2 catalog), even a smaller FOV can serve the a strometry, employing even less than three stars having accurate J2000 positions, such as those taken from denser catalogs as Tycho-2, 2MASS, USNO-B2 or GSC 2. 2.
Between Nov 2002 and Sep 2004 we carried out a NEAs follow-up program using the 60-cm Cassegrain telesc ope at York University Observatory. We first used an HP C1 512x512 pixels camera (FOV 4.8 arcmin), which could reach a limiting magnitude V~14 in one minute, under the very light polluted sky of Toront o. This was rep laced r ecentl y by a mor e sensitive S BIG ST-9 camera (FOV 3.5 or 5.5 arcmin using a focal lens r educer) whic h can rea ch V~16 in one minute. Between 2002 and 2004, we spent 10 nights on this project and got data for five NEAs at opposition, among which three objects were PHAs. The astrometry a nd different ial phot ometr y has been redu ced using the availa ble reference stars in the field, providing an estimated accuracy of about 0.1 arcsec and 0.1 mag, respectively. The observed minus calculated (O-C) residuals were less t han 0.3 arcsec. The reduced data was s ent to Minor Planet Centr e (MPC). Four batches were accept ed and includ ed in NEODyS database and MPC circulars, and a code for York Observa tory wa s assig ned, H7 9. 
